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Wt dcducc a set ,>f known characteriqtions of threshold graphs (Theorem 3) frr!m 3 cet of 
charactcriaations of Fcrrcrs digraphs (Theorem 1) hy investigating the c:innec~twn h~twecn 
symmetric Ferrers digraphs and threshold graph%. A direct proof of Theorem 3 ih eaG*r than 
t:ic one prw idcd in here. hut the purpwe of this paper is to view Thwrem 1 as an extension of 
Theortzm 3 IO the directed case (this extension point of view still hold% on an algorithmic 
ground ). 
1. troductiou and nitions 
A digraph G is a couple G = CX, U) such that U c X”; X (resp. U) is the set of 
vertices (resp. arcs) of G. 4 simple graph G is a coupie G = (X, Ef such that 
E c PJX), the set of &)sets of X of cardinality 2; E is the set of edges of G 
(thus loops and muhiple edges are not allowed: from now on we say :graph fol 
simple graph). 
All throughout this paper we deal M ith finite graphs and digraphs (that is X is 
finite). U will always denote a set of arcs of some Slgraph. while E w;ill always 
denote the set of edges of some graph. We simply note xy E U (resp. xy E E) for 
(x, yk U (resp. (x, y}E EL 
If G is a gmph, S s X is an independent (resp. complete) set for G when the 
induced subgr;ph G(S: i., edgeless (resp. a clique. that is it contains a!! possible 
edges on Sk 
We denote the ~omplcmentary cf G (graph or digraph) by G. 
If G is a, G denotes its dual (reverse every arc). Jf G’ is ar1otht.i. 
digraph wi e set of vertices as G, G(;’ is the digraph such that xz is a~ 
arc of GG’ iff thcrc exists a vertex y such that .q and vz are arcs of G am: 6;’ 
respectively. 
Threshold graphs were introd ted by Chvhtal and ammer in [2j. .t Ik.k~lc~ 
~~~~~1 is a grnp ) for w ere exists a real mapping L‘ : X --+ !R and 
a threshold I E I’ such that, for every S c X, S is an independant SE t for G iff 
3 is a threshold graph: for x = 1, 21 . . . , 7, 
c point 
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such that GG-G is a part.‘,11 digraph of G (that is, if V is the set of arcs of 
GG--G, then V s rj ). The di‘;raph of Fig. I is a FeI-re: .: digraph (the definition not 
being easy to handle by si$u, it is more convement to use Theorem I, (F8) for 
instance). 
Many characterizations of threshold graphs are known [2, 4, 51, and the same 
goes for Ferrers digraphs Cl, 3, 6, 7, $1. A certain similarity (see (T8) of Theorem 
2 and (FF;) oi Theorem 1 for instance) led us to investigate the question as could 
Ferrers digraph characterizations be viewed as generalisations (K the directed 
case) of threshoN graph characterizations. 
The purpose of this paper is to provide a positive answer t3 this question 
through the usual connection: a graph is but a symmetric digraph (that is if xy is 
an arc of the digraph, then yx is too) without loops. 
Theorem 1 states some characterizations of Ferrers digraphs (some of which are 
neti and were directly inspired from known results abcut threshold graphs). 
Theorem 2 investigates the connection with graphs in the special case of symmet- 
ric digraphs. Theorelp; 3 states known characterizations of threshold graphs (i;t is 
viewed as an obvious corollary of Theorem 1 and Theorem 2; stil;, it is much 
easier to give a direct proof of Theorem 3). Theorem 4 gives more precision about 
the connection between symmetric Ferrers digraphs and threshold graphs. 
We now state some more definitions and notations. 
If A is a sei, \A 1 is the cnrdinality of A. A digraph G = (X, U) (resp. a graph 
G = G(X, E)) is of order n Jvhen lrSl--. n. 
Given any digraph G, x i; a predecessor of y and y is a successor of x when 
xy E U; the set of successors (resp. predecessors) of x is denoted by I”(x) (resp. 
T--ix)). The outdegrce (resp. indegree) of x is denoted by d’(x) (resp. d-(x)): that 
is, d’(x) = Ir+(x)l $and C!-(X) = Ir-(x)1. 
We denote by 615 < dl< l l - < dl+ (resp. d; < d ;< 9 . 9 c dk-) the sequence of 
ouideg!,ees fresp. indegrees) of G with the further assumption that d,’ = 0 (resp. 
d; =O) ece n I no vertex of G has no successor (resp. predecessor). ‘f 
‘9 w ere 0 s i s k-) the set of vertices nf G whose 
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Fig. 2. d,; -- 0, d; = 
d : 
1. di = 2. d: ;= .i and k’ = 3. 0; ={3}, IIt = {5), 0; ={l, :;r, 0.; ={4}. d,, =(), 
--2andk =1.~,,=C~,~,=(l.2,3.4,~}.fi’~1~=2,fi (l)=l..... s+w=l,s-(5)=~. 
outdegree (resp. indegree) is de (resp. d;), and we denote by S’(x) (resp. S-(X)) 
the inclzx i such that x E Q+ (resp. x E D;). Thus II,+ and D< are possibly empty 
but not 0: for 1 c i s k’ nor Di- for 1 s i s k -. An example is given in Fig. 2. 
Given a graph G, we define neighbour. f, d, k, 0 = d,, < d, < l - l < dk, Di for 
0 c i s k, and S(x) in a similar way. An example is given in Fig. 3. 
We say that a grapi: G induces a 4-alternated-cycle c when c is a cycle of 
length 4 of the clique G U tf? such that its edges belong alternatively, along the 
cycle, to G and to G (thus c is an elementary cycle of G U c). 
The directed correspolnding notion is a little less simple. We say that P .ilgraph 
G induces a 4-altcrnakd-anticircuit c when c is an anticircuit of length 4 of 
G U G such that its arcs belong alternatively, along ui;le anticircuit, to G and to I(? 
(thus c is an anticircuit of length 4 of the cJmplete symmetric diyaph 43 U G ; bv d 
anticircu; t, we mean an even circuit from which every second arc, along the 
circuit, has been reversed). 
Loops being allowed, a 4-alternated-anticircuit can be supported by 2, 3 or 4 
vertices. all 4-alternated-anticircuits are displayed in Fig. 4 where plain arcs1 
belong to G Jvhile dotted arcs belong to G, or conversely. 
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Fig. 3. d,, = !L d, = 2, d, = 3, d, = 5 and k = 3. ,,={I), D, ={2.3;, D,={4,Sf. 
8(2) = 1,. S(7) = . . , 3. 
type 2 type 3 type 4 
Fi;,. 4. 
For i = 2, 3. 3, ,.G, is defined _ s the isomorphism class of digraphs of order I that 
induce a 4-alterfiated-ant !circrlit of type i (that is, which is supported by i 
different vertices), and we le; 59 = Se2 U C!& \J 92,; for i = 2, 3, a digraph G E %i is in 
Y?{ (resp. 59’;) when it induc s a 4-alternated-anticircuit with its loop(s) belonging 
to G iresp. to G). 
We define 3 as the class of graphs constructible, stat ting from the empty graph 
(fl. fl), by applying repeatedly the follw;\;ir g rules: 
(t I ! zdd an isolated vertex z to G = (AI:, E) E 9 (that is. G’ = (X U {z). E)) 
(t2, add a dominating vertex z to (3 = (X, E) E 9 (that is. G’ = (X J { z), 
E LJ{zx: x E X},,. 
The directed correspondin g notion is :I little more complicated to state. For 
example, instead of an isolated vertex, to G = (X, U) we add a vertex z with no 
loop, we add no arc from X to z, and we :idd every arc from z to A c X where A 
is chosen in such a way that: A = P( x’) for some x E X, or there exist some 
x. y E X sllch that T’(x) c A c T’(y) anId there is no IC X such that I”(x) c 
r+(t) c: r’ (~‘3, or the same holds when rcplncing P’(x) (resp. T+(y)) by 8 (resp. 
XL 
In other words, 9 is the class of digraphs constructible. starting from the empty 
digraph CQj, $9, by applying the following rules: 
(f 1) add a vertex z to G = (X, LO E 9, no loop on t. no arc from X to z, every 
arc from 2 to A c X where A is chosen so that A’S A s A”, where A’, 
A”r{T”(sk X’E :V)l_J{v), X} and, for every XEX, A’c f’(x)c A”+ A’= Y(.K) 
Cf2) add a ,ilertex z to G = (X, U) E SF, ,b loop on z, every arc from T to X, every 
arc from A c X to z. where A is chosen as in (f 1) where every r’ is replaced by 
I’ . 
At last, if G is a symmetric digraph. qd 6) denctes the graph with same ve 
nd such that xv is an edge of q(G) iff xy is an arc ui G. When dealing with 
~((17) simultan shall use T(x), C(x), k+, 
pxx5k-w :. hut no con since mtions reg:3rding the digraph will 
he ir&xed by a sign + 
There Exist many characterizations cf Ferrer-s digraphs. Thecrem 1 states those 
which generalise known characterizations of threshold graphs. 
re For arly digraph G = (X, U), ihe following statements are equivalent. 
(FO) GG- G is a partial digraph “of G. 
[Fl) There exi,st two mappings u +. t* _ : X-+R and c ER such that 
(2) vxzx v’4x),t: (X)Sf. 
(b) if Y, ZCX and v’(Y), u CZ)st, then 
(F2) 7 here exist two mappings L’ ’ . IJ : X ---, I$ artd t E R such [hat 
(F3) (a) k*=k-. 
U-J) vx Y&X, XyE UeS+(x)+fi-(y)>k'. 
(F4) (a) k’=kC 
vx, VEX, XyE rhsf,(x,~f,(y). 
(F6) GE% 
(F7) No subgraph of G is isomorphic to a digraph of (6. 
(F7bis) G induces no &alternated-anticircuit. 
(FS) T12e set {T’(x): x E X} is lrlzearly order;& hy klusiorz. 
(F8bis) the set {r -(XL x E X) is linearly ordered by inclusion. 
((FO), (F8) and (FSbis) can be found in [6,8], (FO) and (F8) in [7]. (FS) in [I] 
and (FS) dnd (F7bis) in 13)) 
. se the fewest arguments as possible but, on the other hand, 
w want to make use of the most obvious ones: we come off from this dilemma 
with the following suggestions. 
(F(I) e (F7bis) @ ( statement of (F7bis) and w is (F7:. 
Ai for any Ai 'S aird 0 = 11’ I, a, for any a, ‘s: let 
at, for ;in;q i E [O. k ]+ 
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it can be used to prove by simultaneous induction on i. 
(a) r--(9;) = u~=:,+,_i UT. and 
(b) r’(D,‘_,)-- Ur_;+, D; (right before proving (a) 
can prove it with =: changed into 1 (resp. c :, t 
that, fo;: every i c [0, k], 
(resp. (b)), for some I, one 
use the degree equa 
Note th,t both (b) and (c) of (F4 are re\quired in or 
(FS) * (F6). Let 1x132 and m =mirr{fr(JC)Uf2(X)}. 
(a) if m # f,< x) for all x E X, then nr =j$(z) for some z E X and r-(z) =p; 
let A’={xEX;~~‘EX-{z). f,(t)~f,(y’)~~,Jx)}: let A”-=X-{xEX; 
X-(z), ~*(X)<f*(y”)~f,(z)}: 
(b) if me = f&z> for some z E X, then T’(z) = X; let A’= {x E X; 
fl(X)~f~(y’)~fi(z))., let A”=X-{VEX; 3y”~X-XX(z), fi(z)~fi(y”)cf,(x)}. 
(F6) 3 sF8): Ob vi:lus by induction (and keeping in mind that (FS) r-3 (FSbis)). 
(F8) 3 :FS): Let X =(x1, x2,. . . , x,,} such that i < j 3 T’(q) 1 T’(x,): let 
f,(*Ki) = i and fi(Xi) =: Ir-fXi)l. 
(FW 3 rF2): ‘Dbvi~~s with same u+, u- and t. 
(F2) 3 (FS): There exists t’ 2 t such that, for every x, y E X, xy E U iff 
~-(r-)+u~~(y)&; let (0, Q=(Iw, s), fl - I’-u’ and fZ= D _. 
(F5) 3 (F3): Let (7’ = OU(m, M) with VI. M$6 so that (6”, S) is an extension 
of (6, s), MZ and M being min 0’ and max 6’ respectively, and let min(@ = M 
and max(@) = nr; for every x E X, first let 11 ,(x) = mint&(y); j.; (x) G f2( y)}, 
and let h2(x) = max(f2(y); f2(y) sfi(x) and 3z E X, f2(y) = h,(z)}; let H = 
1 a,, a2, . . . , a,1 = h,iX)nh,(X) so that a,<a2***<ak; then Hc_h,(X)c 
HU(M). HG h,(XI C_ MU(m), and ‘still’ Vx, y E X, xy E Ue h,(x)< h,(y); let 
a,, = m and a,,_, = Ad; then k- fl: k’= k and, for any i E [O, k]. Di = /I;‘( 4) and 
Dil_ == h,*(&+l-i); 
tF3)+ WI): TF- J+, u - and t we define here make use of larger values than 
necessary, but, doing so, we avoid any :liscussion about whether k ( = k’ = k-) is 
odd or even; we assume that k > 0; then let p == [jk] (that is the largest integer 
less or equal to ik).. b = 2 IXl+ 1 and, for every x E X: 
S’(.X)E[O, ;!I* u’(x) =- bs+(x), 
s+(x)~[p+l, k-j+ u+(~)=b~+~-b~+*-‘+(~‘, 
S_(x) E [O, ,plj u-(x) = bS lx), 
s -(x) E [p i- 1, k] =$ u--(x) = pi d - bk+l-* (X); 
now let t = i!F2-- I ; assuming that 0, 0 E {+, -1, one can se:e that: 
(a) u”(x) + uO(_x’) > t f-3 P(x) -t E”(x’) > k., 
if a”‘(x) = i > pq then 
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/as suggested in [ 
might help); then 
U’(Y), C(Z)W 
ilar ide2.s are used, doing sol ,T arithmetic base b 
asily (onz can note the usefulness of requiring that 
. ( 1) (Fl) is rather awkward; f’i-,ct, the idea was to ‘separate’ empty 
rectangles (that is Y x 2 such that (Y X .Z 1 n U = 8) from not empty ones by 
fortunateiy, this is not always possible (for instance with 
(F2) proofs show that, when speaking of v+, v- 
(a) v+, v- :--+N’ and K-N”; 
(b) if x F D,+ and y E D,-, then o’(x) I= v-(y). 
use these requests when proving Theorem 2. 
From Theorem 1 we can derive an algorithm to test whether a given digraph 
G = (X, Uj is a Ferrers digraph or not. 
Assume that 1X1= n. 
Step 0. For each vertex x E X, evaluate d +(x) and d-(.x); define two labellings A 
and p of the vertices so that: 
Step I. If h = 2n, then stop: 
Step 2. 3t t h + 1: if 9 = 0, then go to Step 4; 
Step 3. If d-(x,& = p, then [f:!(x,& +- 11; q + 4 - 1:) go to Step 11; 
Step 4. p + p + 1; if d”(.u,(,J = q, then [f,(xxc,J + h; go to Step 11; 
Step 5 p + r, - 1; /M-h--l; stop; 
The algorirhm takes 0( n’) steps; if ir terminates in Step 1, then fl and 
[z are tw r;lappings from X to % such that: Vx, y E X, xy E U C3 fl\x) s fz( y) and 
thus G is a Ferrers &graph; if it terminates in Step 5, then G 1s wt a Ferrers 
&graph. 
n 
row i alId column j iS 1 ifr’ 
osq s 12; 
(3) (p = n and q B 0) 3 n -(x,,,,) = rz; 
(4) OGpGn: 
then, only two cases can occur 
Curse 2. The algorithm terminates in Step 1 with II = 212, p = II. q = 0 and G is r2 
Ferrers digraph: fl and f2 satisfy (F5) of Theorem 1 since, for every x, y E X, 
f,!xKf,(yi iff f&~++(y)_ 
Case 2. The algorithm terminates in Step 5: then f,(x,&, fl(xA&, . . . , fl(xAcrJ 
and f?-(x,,(,, A f2(-ybt,, A . . . , fhwt,,+,, j have been given a value, all differant, from 
1 to actual h, and the S-statement above is valid with actual h, p. q, 1 f,, f2: 
inqreover, cf -(xP&) !I and dt(xA([,+ ,,)<q; if x~,,,+,,x~(~,E U, then fos some 
+[l, q[, xh(,,+ ,,x,,,,$ U, then for some i)EI/1+ 1, 121. xh,i*\x,(ibE U while 
-K,,i,,X,(,,,$ U (because tl _ (x,,,,)~tl t.~,,,,~,)); if x~(,,+,,x~(~~)~ U. then for SOMC 
i’C I/-l -t 1, II], X*(,*,XII((l)fz u, then for some jc[l, q[, xh.,,+ I\X,(i,E U whik 
xhll.~x,& 11 (because d +!x~(~,, 1,) 2 d+(xh(i*,)); in any case, xh([, + ,, and x,(,, belo,?g 
to a 4-alternated-anticircuit induced by G. 
xoperties (FI), . , . , (FSbis) of 
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For i = 1, 2, . . . ,7, This, 8, the following statemerlts holi: 
is a symrrtetric digraph satisfying (Fi), then q(G) sc[tisfies (Ii); 
(b) if G is a graph satisfying (Ti), tIcen there exists a symmetric digmph 
Q-'(G) satisfvirtg (Fi); 
where the (Fi)‘s are the properties of 7’~ ’ -m I and the (Ti) s are the following 
ones, with G = (X, E) being a graph: 
(991) there exist a rnappirog u : X --+ I2 a threshold t E R such that VS c X, S is 
~1 independajtt set for G @ v(S)< t: 
(T2) there exist a mapping v : X --) IR and a threshold t E R such that 
vx, ycx, xyEEcw~x)+u(y)~t: 
(Y-3) Vx,yEX,xyEE~6(x)+6(y)>k; 
(T4) (a) VdE[O. ~~k]~U~~4k].k[.di+~=~i+I~~-il. 
w &,‘I t 1 = dlk,2l ‘- IQc,2,1- 1; 
(T5) X = X1 U X2, X1 nX2 = $3, where X1 (resp. Xz) is an independant (resp. 
complete) set for G and there exist a linear order (CT: 6) and a mapping f : X --) 6 
such that 
(T7) no s&graph of G is isomorphic to 2KZ, P4 nor c”,, that is two parallel edges, 
a chain with 4 vertices and a cycle with ? vertices respectively (these grclphs are 
displayed in Fig. 6) : 
(T7bis) G induces no 4-alternated-cycle: 
(TN the relation R defined on X by 
Vx, or’ E X, .uRy ifl Tty)c I’(xHJ(x) 
is a total preorder (i.e. reflexive atil! trantitiue, and sgy 3 yRx). 
Proof. All along this proof, when proving (i)(a) we assume that G = (/X, U) and 
q(Gj = (X, E), and vlhen proving (i)(b) we assume that G = (X, E) and G’=r 
(X, U). 
( I)(a) ‘I’he c ommevlt related to Theorem 1 shows that we can assume that 
f.J + = u- and that, for every x E X, U+(X‘I :=-(I; let u = II*; suppose first that S E X is 
not an independent set Lr q(G); then lere exist x, y E S such that x # y and xy, 
yx E C’: therefore u(S) z u(x)+ u(y) = 2) (x‘I+ u -(y) > t. Suppose now that S is an 
ant set for q(G) such that UISP t: let S’c !S be maximal in regard to 
* K’ 5 (‘ 1 
Fig. 6. 
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inclusion such that u(S’)~t. Now let XES- S’; then u(S’U{x})= u+(x)+u-(S’6t 
since u‘(x), II-( S’) s t and {x) x S’ is an empty rectangle. This contradicts the 
maximality of S’. 
(l)(b) If G, u and t satisfy (Tl), then obviously G, u and t satisfv (T2); as I 
shown below {see (2)(b)), there exists G’E q--‘(G) satisfying (F2) and therefore 
(Fl) (it did not seem to us that G, u and t induced some G’c q-‘(G), u+, u- and 
t’ satisfying (Fl) straightforwardly). 
(2)(a) Let I.‘= u+ + u- and t’ = 2t; then g(G), 3.1 and t’ satisfy (T2). 
(2)(b) Let u+ = u - = u and G’E <p--‘(G) such that, for every x E X, xx E U iff 
2u(.x) > a; then G’, u’, u- and t satisfy (F2). 
(3)(a) For every vertex x, if S’(x)< [k’/2], then d(x) = d”(x). otherwise 
d(X)=d’(X)- 1; SO if dik+j*l+l>dik+p, + 1, the:: k = k+, Q =Q+ for every in 
[O, k] and to complete the proof is obvious. 
SupFlose now that dik+,zJ+, = d;k+,l] + 1; then pi = 0: for every i E 
[o. Lk+/2][. IJ [k’/;! = oikij2] UD{k+12~+I and Di = DC+, for every i~]!k+/2], k’[, 
and k z= k’ - 1; moreover lo&+/zl I= 1 (for, because of (F3), one has 
let x, y E X such that x # y ; we prove now that: 
6(x)+6(y)> k e S+(x)+K(ybk+. 
( 1) Suppose that 6(x)+6(y)> k and 8’(x) + 6-(y) < k+, then k’ b 
S’(x’~+K(y)S(x)+S(y)>k=k’-1, then k’ = S’(x) + 6-t y) = 6(x) + 6(y), thei 
km’ is even and x, y E D&, a comradiction. 
(2.) Suppose that S’(x)+iY(v):~ k’ and S(x)+6(y)sk, then k’GS’(x)+ 
s-(y)~S(x)+S(y)+2~k’+ 1, then s’lx)-ts-(r)=S(~~)x6(~)+2 = k’-t 1. then 
k + is odd and x, y E &+121, a contradiction. 
Td complete the proof is obvious. 
(3)(b) Let G’E <p-‘(G) be such that, for every x E .F;, ?cxc’ U iff U(x)> k; the 
proof is the same as in (a) when k = k’. 
(4)(a) By induction on k“ = k-. 
If k’ = 0, 1, then q(G) clearly satisfies (T4). 
Assume that k’ a 2; one has lit = ID&l and it is clear that d& = CFL 1 lD:l; 
therefore, for every x E II: +, T’(x) = X-D; and, for evc.ry x E Dt. T’(x) = Dk+‘. 
Let 5’ be the digraph obtained from G ‘>y suppressing the vertices of 
DJ \J Dk++ ; let do’, di’, . . . d$ be the sequence of outdegrees of G’ and define 
d:-, II;+, D’- accordingly; then k’+ = k’ - 2 and, for every i E [O, k’+], Di+ = 
&+A,: thereiore ‘& satisfies (F4) (for every i E [t , k”[, 
and thus (F(G’) satisfies (T4). Now, q(G) is easil?l reconstructi le from cp(G’): add 
every vertex x E (x)=X-- o--(x}, and every vertex x E 
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r(x) = 9 (therefore, k = k’+2 while, 13r every ie[l, k- 11, Di = II:-- 1); ihen: 
(2) foi. every ‘~[l, [~kJ[U]14kl,k-l], d,,,=dl+ID,I-tl:_,+l13~~_i+,l+ 
In I 
h3j 
i -t IQ -i 1 (note that i # 1$/t’] - la i # [$k J j: 
dk =IX-D&--l =d~~+lD,I+ID,I=d,_,+lD,I (for it isclear from (T4) that 
&=JUY, Dj-1); 
(4) d, .Qj+, =d ~wI-I+ID~I=~v~~J +ID~k~,2~l-1+lDkl=d~k,2~ +I&&-1 and 
q(G) satisfies (T4). 
(4)(b) Define G” as in (3)(b). The proof is obvious. 
(S)(a) Let Xi = {x E X: fi(xPf2(x)} and Xz = {x E X; ~,(x)~~~(x)}; then f(x) = 
f,(x) for every x F X, .>nd f(x) = f*(x) for every x E X2; 
( 1) .X, is an independent set for cp(G) otherwise, for some x, y E X,: f,(y) c 
f,(x)< f,(x)< fJyKf,(yh 
(2) X-, is a complet< set for q(G) otherwise, for some K, 9 E &: fi(y) (f,(x)< 
f~(-+q:(yb=f,(y). 
(3) For every x 2 X, and every YEX*, xy E E iff fl(x)~f2(9) iff f(x)+(y). 
(S)(b) Let G’E q?-‘(G) be such that, for every x E X, xx E U iff x G X2. Assume 
that f(s) = {a,, az. . . . , a,) with a, < a2 < l l . < a,. Let (S’, S) be a linear exten- 
sion of (0. S) such thitt. for every i E [ 1. PJ, bi ~0’ and such that 
b,,<b,_,<..*<b, La,. Let x E X and f(x) = ai ; if x E X1 (resp. X,) let f,(x) 
(resp. f?(x)) = f(x) and f2(x) (resp. f*(x)) = b,; then G’, f,, f2, (O’, G) satisfy (F5). 
(6)(a) Obvious. 
(6),b) Let G’E q-‘(G) be such that. for every x E X, xx E U iff there exists a 
construction of G such that x ‘appears’ while applying (t2) to a graph of 9 
different from the empty graph; notice that there are no two constructions of G 
such that x ‘enters’ G while applying (t2) in one of them and (tl) in the other one, 
in both cases ni>t o the empty graph. Now let G, = (ix,}, p)), G,, . . . , G, = G be a 
sequence such that Gi is deduced from Gi-- 1 and Xi by applying (tn, ), with 
IZi E(l.2); if Itz= 1 (G, = ((x,, x2), p)), let Gi = ({x,}, (I!)) otherwise let CT; = 
({x,~_{x,x,)). Now let Gi, G;, . . . , G,!, be the sequence such that GI is deduced 
from GI_, and xi by applying (fni) where, if rri = 1, then A is empty, ctherwise A 
is the set of vertices of Gi-,: it is easy to see that GL is equal to G”. 
(7) see (7bis), as t7bis) can be viewed as a restatement of (7). 
(7bis)(a) Obviously, if q(C) induces a 4-alternated-cycle, then G induces a 4- 
alternated-anticircuit. 
(%s)(b) E,et X1 = {x. E X; yz E E, x9, xr$ E). 
X :={~EX-X,;~~EX-X,,X~$E}, 
X.7 =y ,-.J& a let G’E q”(G) be sue that. for every Jc E ir, x_x e u iff 
XEJ&; 
ic to a cligraph of s4, Qt 
(2) if there exist x, y, z E 
then X’ E X1 and x-x$ U; therefore no subqaph of G’ is isomorphic to a digrapb of 
3;; 
(3) suppose there exist A-, y. z E .Y such that x J y f z # A an: yz$ U whik yx-. 
X.Pdk 
r’i) x$ X1 otherwise there exists an edge tt’ E E such that art, xt’ & E and if zt E E, 
then (xt, 12, z: y, y.x) is a 4-a-c induced by G while if rt+! E, then (xz, zf. u’, t’x) is a 
4-a-c induced by G, a contradiction in both cases; 
(iii .x$ X2 otherwise there exists / E X - XI such that x;ef E, then tz -c E and 
(XI. tz, zy. yx) is a 4-a-c induced by G, a contradiction: 
(iii) therefore x E X3, then xx E U and no su bgraph of G’ is isomorphic to a 
&graph of #I;. 
(4) Suppose there exist x, y E X such that x # y and xy, yx E U while xx4 U; 
then x E X1 1.J X,; 
(i) assump: that x E X, ; then there exists trk E such that xt, x;‘$ E and thus yt. 
yt’ E E, otherwise (xy, yt, CC’. t’x) or (xy. yt’, t’t, lx) is a 4-a-c induced by G; 
-- y+! X1 otherwise there exists zz’ c: E such that z, r’$ {x, y, t, t’} and yz, ~$4 E, 
which leads to a contradiction: if zt 5 E, then (zt, tx, xy, yz) is a 4-a-c induced by 
6, while if zt$ E, then (zt, ty, yz’, z’z) is a 4-a-c induced by G; 
-- y $ X2 otherwise there exists z E X - X, such that yq! E; thus zt E E and 
e zt, tx, xy: y;t) Is a 4-a-c induced by G : 
(iii) assume now ikt x E X2; then there exists t E X-X, such that xt$ E, thus 
yt E E: as shown In (3), y E X,; 
(iii) therefore, in any case. y E X 3, thus yy E U and no subgraph of G’ is 
isomorphic to the only digraph of %‘;, 
(5) Suppose there exist x, y E X such that x7. y and xy, yxtf U while xx E U; 
then x E X3, and thus, y E X,; therfa!‘ore yy 6 U and no subgraph of 6;’ is 
isom:jrphic tc> the on!y digraph of $3;. 
@)(a) Assume that x, y e X such that x # y and ITi iA c_ T’(y); then /I(x) = 
f’(x) -{x} E r’(y) E T(y) U(y). (note that, given any graph, R is a preorder). 
(8)(b) Let X ={T,, x?, , , , , xn} such that ~(~+~&~(x,hJ(~} for every ie]l, n] 
and let G’IC q-‘(G! be such that, for every i ~11 ttj, Xi% E U iff Xi E r(q._,): then, 
for each i E 11, II], T(Xi._r)Z r+(q) and moreove;, if _q_ I E l-“(Ui_,). then xi_tC 
1”X,_-,)S r(Xi)U{Xi}q thus Xi 1 E I’(Xi)E T’(Xi): therefore Z-‘+(xi-,)C T+(q), which 
ccmpletes the Froof. 
From Theorems 1 and 2 we deduce a set of characterizations of threshold 
graphs. 
Theorem 3 is ‘covered’ b 
ac: t 
uhs that can be found in [2, 
ojlcl graph [2] s 
be viewed as a corolla:y of the fact that s~h a result holds for Ferrers digraphs 
ywaJ, it is clear from Theorem 1). 
(3) The comment related to Theorem 1, together with the (ll)(a) and/or the 
(2)(a) parts of tlte Theorem 2 proof, shows that one can demand that v : X 4 N’ 
and t E N’ in (TI) and (T2) of Theorem 2 as shown is [2]. 
Now, when dealing with a symmetric digraph, the algorithm given in section 2 
can be slightly modified: replace Step 1 by 
Step I’. If p = q, then stop; 
Assume that the so modified algorithm terminates on Step 1’. G being a 
svmmetric digraph. Let P = (x,,,,, . . . , xAt,,) and 0 ={x~(~+~~, . . . , xcItB,,} (if = 0, 
ti!.l I P = QI and if (;I = n. then 0 = $4). 
C~bviously A and p can be constructed equal in Step 0 and then X = P U Q 
while Y ,C.I 0 = 13. 
Then G is indeed a Ferrers digraph since, ir‘ we let f?(x) = 211+ 1 - f,(x 1 for each 
x E P and f,(x) = 2n + 1 -f2(x) for each x E Q, then: 
{for the modified algorithm terminates with 11 = n and statement (5) of the proof 
of the algoritym, in Section 2, is still valid). 
co ents. Letf(x)=~1+I-f,(x)foreachxEPandf(x)=n+l-f,(x)foreach 
x E Q: then q[G), fi 0 and P satisfy (T5). Furthermore, f-‘(l), f-‘(2), . 1 . . f% j 
is the ordering oi X. regarding <p(G), computed by the algorikn given in [2] and 
which also computesh; P-{f- ‘(l)} and Q - (f-‘( 1)). In fact, replacing Step 1 of our 
algorithm by ‘Step 1”. If Ip - ql = 1, then stop;’ would yield the algorithm of [2]; it 
is easy to see that if our algorithm terminates in Step I”, then G is a Ferrers 
digraph anyway. The use of Step 1’ inste2.d of Step 1” tells us whether f- ‘(1) 
belongs to P or Q, that is whether there is a loop on it or not. As Theorem 4 
shows, this does no2 affect the fact that q(G) is a threshold graph. 
When proving prrts (b) of Theorem 2, given a thresho!ll graph G, we use 
seemingly different wa*ys to construct a Ferrers digraph G’ E q _ ‘c(G). It turns out 
that they all1 lead E;) t same G’, except in (8)(b) when k is odd. But there are 
always different po!,si oices of G’, as shown by t e follokfiling TheorefiT 4. 
se k=orem 3 a 
G = G,, as in the (W(b) proof, 
core= 4. For any threshold graph GET, lq-‘(G)r191= 1 f)DfC,21j; more pre- 
cisely, if G’E cp‘-l(G), then G’ is c1 Ferrers digraph ifl if satisfies rhe following 
conditions: 
(a) if 6(x)< [k/21, then Xx$ U, 
(h) if pi(x)> [k/2! _ &en xx E U, 
(c) if k is even, then xx# U for every x E L3kk/2 except, possibly, for one vertex in 
D ki2; if k is odd, then xx E U for every x F Dlr.,71 except, possibly, for one vertex in 
4~21. 
rook Fiart, if G’ satisfies (a), (b) and (c), then G’ satisfies (F8). Conversely, 
assume thzt G’E~-‘(G) is a Ferrers digraph: 
(1) Assume that k is even: 
(i) if x, X’E DL,* and xx? X’X’E U, <hen G((x, x’})E $; when II > 1, as )Dk,21a2, 
let X(,E Dk,2 such that x0x0$ U; 
(ii) if 6(x) > k/2, th en xx E U. otherwise G({x. x(J) E Y&: 
(iii) if 6(x)< k/2, th en xx$ U, otherwise kt y E Dk,2+,: G({x, y})~ S2; 
(2) Assume that k is odd: 
(i) if x, x’ E Drk,2~ and xx, x’x’$ U, then G({x, x’))E $: as \DlklZ1\? 2, let 
x,, E D, k,Z1 such that x0x0 t U; 
(ii) if 61x) < [k/2], then xx& U, otherwise G({x. x,,))E S2; 
(iii) if 6(x)> [k/21, then xx E U, otherwise let y E Dtr;,:,: G((x, y))~ VI*; 
then (cp- ‘(G) fl91= 1 + IDTk,zl). 
Corollary. For any threshold graph G of order II. 
jrp?(G)n9/=2 if r~ = 1, 
/rp-‘(G)n9\~3 -t n > 1. 
roof. According to Lemina lnd to Theorem 4. 
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